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Introduction

Imagine going to the post office and being told that the aren’t sure when the

package you are dropping off will depart the facility, and that the package you

are wanting to pick up is sitting on a truck outside waiting to get unloaded.

Well, that’s currently how it is for consumers and manufactures at U.S. ports.

An issue that is decades in the making, U.S ports are constantly bombarded

with a myriad of capacity issues that have been labeled the “shipping crisis”.

Offshore and onshore congestion, delayed infrastructure development, a

dwindling labor capacity across the supply chain network, and recent

economic trends have come together to create the landscape the port

managers and their supporting personnel must navigate each day. Dissecting

the major stressors and analyzing the root cause starts to reveal the broad

strokes of what a solution to this crisis will begin with. By leveraging

technology, enabling a critical workforce, investing in critical infrastructure

projects, and moving away from traditional operational norms U.S. ports can

gain some breathing room and lost efficiencies within their operations.



Staying afloat in rough water

American port managers are in a constant fight each day to keep their heads above water. In 2021,

the country’s 9 largest ports handled 50.5 million TEUs(*), or about 138,356 TEUs per day. Up

approximately 16% from 2020. To put that in perspective, every hour over 5,700 containers were

handled by these 9 ports alone. With over 25 container-capable ports in the U.S., the throughput

required to maintain the flow of freight stretches an already stressed supply chain network to a point of

failure. Each day the ports and their supporting operations face 3 major issues:

• Congestion – both in the water and on the docks, congestion puts a choke out the port.

• Workforce development– An aging labor market coupled with rapid technological

advances.

• Economic realities – ports are affected directly by economic shifts both internationally

and locally.
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(*) Twenty Equipment Unit



Cargo chokehold

Quite possibly the biggest issue ports face today is congestion. Container ships clog the berths and

open waters waiting for their port-calls. Empty and loaded containers stacked five-high litter the docks

and storage yards waiting to be handled. Trucks idle for hours on end waiting to be loaded only to

return immediately after for another. Trains dwell at the terminal as stacks and stacks of containers get

sorted and stacked. Each of these scenarios exist as their own piece of the pie, but each one cannot

function without the other. Ships waiting for port-call need the ships at the docks to depart before they

can approach. Ships on the docks need the cranes and the operators to offload their freight before

they can depart. The cranes need trucks and trains to clear out containers and provide space in order

to unload the ship. The trucks and trains need port and local infrastructure to be at a level that allows

for them to transit the port efficiently to make that space. At each stage of the operational cycle there

are hurdles and dependencies that must be overcome before port congestion starts moving in the right

direction.

“…the effective [ship] capacity is 25 percent less than what’s actually deployed, because so

many vessels are caught up in record bottlenecks at ports.”
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Large-scale investments have been made to mitigate this bullwhip effect of delays but solving one

bottleneck does not ensure flow. The intricate nature of the port’s operations means that final

throughput is dependent on each stage of the process being brought in sync. Additionally,

infrastructure developments on port property will prove ineffective if the local area surrounding the port

does not partner with them and support the port with developments of their own.

Long-term labor transformation

It is well known that there is a shortage of labor within the logistics and supply chain industries. We’ve

been in a shortage of truck drivers for the last 2 decades with no end in sight. Skilled labor for

warehousing and heavy equipment is widely unavailable and those completing the necessary trainings

and entering the labor pool are in short supply. Gone are the days of trucking and rail work carrying an

aura of honor and “knight-hood”. Modern youth, due to a myriad of reasons such as the fetishization of

Fin-Tech, the mass push for college over trade-school, as well as a stagnation of wages are choosing

not to enter the logistics and supply chain workforce. Technological innovation can work to bridge the

gap in numbers but balancing the introduction of new tech with a reduction in workers is highly

complex. Additionally, most equipment will require lengthy training before a worker can be deployed,

which further exacerbates the labor shortage and fails to address the root issue of future workers

perception leading them away from the industry. For years, the U.S. has driven innovation after

innovation in the Fin-Tech space, and inadvertently caused a brain-drain in the supply chain innovation

space. Top level defense contractors are developing and delivering the future of defense technology

that can track a human in real-time from space, but still do not have the ability to track where their

shipments are. Logistics and supply chain industries are in a battle to reestablish themselves in the

public’s eye as what they really are: the backbone of the American economy and the engine that

drives this country’s growth and development.

"In large measure, America's history is a history of her transportation." - President Lyndon B. Johnson
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Economic evolutions
For ports, volume is largely driven by international, regional, and local economic events and trends.

Downturns and periods of economic uncertainty led to significant reductions in volume, while strong

consumer confidence and events such as national holidays, elections, etc. drive up the import and

export of goods thus increasing the throughput demand of ports. These fluctuations bring with them

certain long-term consequences that, for the most part, are unavoidable. Long periods of low volume

resulting in a reduction of workers, equipment, and land assets will leave the port locked-up as freight

volume rises faster than labor and equipment can be deployed. Alternatively, long periods of economic

plenty resulting in increased labor, land, and infrastructure development will leave ports on the hook

for high costs and asset depreciation that future downturns will not support.
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Currently, the situation is unique and unprecedented. Ports must balance a nation of consumers

hungry for freight that is exiting a pandemic with the uncertainty that exists at both the State and

Federal levels of government. A state-subsidized infrastructure project focused on relieving traffic

throughput in and around the port could be shelved due to budgetary constraints leaving both the

residents and the port in a construction purgatory likely compounding the congestion issue. Logistics is

the lifeblood of the American economy, and it mostly exists outside of the focus of the nation’s best

innovators. Large portions of state infrastructure are decaying with 1 in 5 miles of roadway and

approximately 45,000 bridges in poor condition. While measures have been taken on a federal level,

continuous long-term investment into this space is needed. Private-sector developments continue to

show promises, but full deployment of many of the technologies that are designed to alleviate the

pressures are years if not decades away.



Surveying solutions
In a global economy, freight is constant. It is the connective tissue between nations, the foundation

economies are built on. A French economist was quoted saying, “When goods don’t cross borders,

armies will”. While not directly applicable today, this encompasses the importance of maintaining a

steady flow of uninterrupted freight. Looking at the task at hand, despite the endless stream of freight,

there are things that can be done to gain momentum on decongesting our ports and getting freight that

is currently sitting still on the move. At a high level, these can be categorized as:

• Technologic innovation and integration

• Impactful infrastructure development

• Breaking from operational traditions

• Attracting and enabling the workforce

By constructing a well-balanced approach from these ideas, we can not only make it through in the

short-term but can set ourselves up for success in the long-term.

Leveraging innovative tech and creativity

Technology is the most instinctual place to go when looking for solutions to modern problems and

newer and more capable supply chain tech is beginning to emerge to help address these disruptions.

One area of promise for the ports are platforms that support supply chain visibility with detailed track

and trace capabilities as well as leveraging machine-learning/artificial-intelligence to understand these

disruptions and possibly mitigate the impacts by recommending alternative solutions or provide

predictive capabilities. By coupling ML/AI, advanced analytics, and data-share across the network, you

add visibility, resiliency, and elasticity into an opaque system. Additionally, enabling the development

of algorithms that can suggest alternative ports-of-call for delayed ships and coordinate downstream

delivery of the container to the distributor would allow for compatible ships to hit less congested ports

and get their freight off-loaded. Technology won’t solve the problem by themselves, but systemic

inefficiencies can be identified through, leveraging historic and existing data, integrating modern

tracking and sensors, advanced analytics, and utilization of open-source platforms thus enabling

synergy with the other areas of improvement.
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Intelligent infrastructure investments
There is no shortage of infrastructure spending in America. As a country, we spend around 25% of our

total budget on infrastructure. The issue is allocating those funds into the channels that are going to be

the most effective and cost efficient. It’s no secret that port infrastructure is expensive. One expansion

project alone at the Savannah Port in Georgia costed $600 million. That level of capital brings an

additional 80 acres of storage adding about 6,000 containers worth of holding capacity, 13 additional

rail tracks increasing total tracks to 18, and one berthing increased in size enabling compatibility with

the largest operational container ship. Not every port is going to have the ability to do what Savannah

Port is doing. Even if they had the capital there are many other barriers to entry on port expansion like

regulatory barriers and land availability. There are some things however that can be done to enable

investment and the development of more efficient ports:

• Eliminate the INFRA Fund multimodal cap and expand the capital available to INFRA

and BUILD programs. This will enable ports to continue growth projects while still

distributing and receiving goods.

• Allocate federal funds to the tasks of regulating, measuring the progress of, and publicly

reporting on infrastructure projects deemed critical to the movement of goods.

• Protection of these critical projects against stalling caused by political leveraging at the

local, state, or federal level.

• Port Authority investment where possible into the expansion of freight handling

personnel/equipment thus adding higher throughput capacity, reducing congestion, and

adding resilience to the entire system.

• Revising the current policies on subsidies and grants to ensure equity so that smaller

ports can still be competitive in grant programs.

Operational development and workforce enablement
Today’s global supply chain truly never stops and the need for a continuous supply chain in America is

ever present. Consumers are place orders around the clock, and 24/7 operations are already the norm

at our partner ports internationally. Even before the shipping crisis and Federal plans for 24/7 port

operations, supply chain professionals identified the need of a 24-hour supply chain and set in motion

plans to incentivized and enabled this type of operation. For example, at certain ports drivers must pay

fees to pick up freight or enter the gate. By waiving this fee for night and weekend hours drivers would

be incentivized to show up at that time driving down the daytime congestion.
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Additionally, 24-hour operations would lead to more efficient pickup/drop-off operations leading to

reduced idle time, decreased emissions for the surrounding communities, and safer conditions for the

machine operators and drivers. Currently there are union barriers to 24/7 port operations that would

need to first be negotiated and agreed upon before 24/7 operations can be initiated. There are some

Federal machinations in place to navigate these barriers and initiate 24/7 operations, but only in

specified ports.

Operational changes alone will not succeed unless the workforce responsible for that operation is 

enabled and supported with the appropriate resources. Drivers and Rail picking up during off hours are 

useless if there are no staff onsite to support. Machine operators can only do as much as his 

equipment and training allow for. Innovation in asset capability, labor strategies and development, and 

the creation of skill-redundancy within the organization are needed to ensure operations stay current 

with developments in the spaces they interact with. Personnel should be continuously cross-trained and 

developed on equipment, skills, and technology to enable and retain them. In today’s labor market, with 

less young people entering the logistics and supply chain market, businesses need to be creative and 

innovative with how they market themselves to future employees. Not only should organizations be 

leveraging new technologies and being innovative in their sector, but they should be marketing 

themselves as such. Supply chain businesses need to establish a perception of being tech innovators, 

program developers, and software providers alongside logistical service providers. By leveraging 

technology and providing digital skills development, you gain a two-fold advantage:

• You increase the capabilities of your existing labor force and enable upward mobility in an 

increasingly digital workplace. 

• You attract talented young workers that are innovative and who are more likely to be 

retained long-term in a tech-enabled workplace.

“I have wearables, I’m hands-free, I have robots working right beside me… Which warehouse do you 

think I’m going to choose?”
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CONCLUSION

What to do? From truck and rail congestion to a lack of storage and ship

berthing, port personnel go to battle each day to keep freight moving. Despite

their best efforts, recent world health and geo-political developments have only

acted to compound the issue further. The outlook is hopeful, with experts and

CEO’s saying publicly that they think the issues will go away in 2022, but it

remains unclear if what we are currently doing to mitigate the port issues is

enough. Stepping back and looking at the landscape, all sides are working to

solve the port issues. We have a new federal infrastructure bill, port authorities

are investing hundreds of millions into the expansion of port capabilities, and

truck and rail service providers are combat the labor shortage. By themselves,

these actions will work to solve certain problems like aging roads, more berthing,

and more drivers on the road to move freight. However, without coupling those

efforts with the innovation of new supply chain tech, investments in critical

projects, and the switch from a traditional workplace to a tech-enabled one no

lasting solution will be found. Logistics professionals in America are staring down

the barrel of a multitude of capacity issues both in our ports and our DC’s. An

organized and concerted effort nationwide within the industry is needed to start

to move forward and discover a solution.
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